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Root 

DECLARATION OF SEASONS 
(EPISODES WITHOUT TITLE) 

Mandatory data with asterisk 

Kindly read the AGICOA Registration and Declaration Rules, Privacy Policy and Cookies Policy before signing the present form 

IRRIS Web, the Web declaration portal, is available to update and check your data  

DECLARANT DATA 
1) *Declarant full company name (if legal entity) or first name and last name (if natural person)

 If natural person:    Ms   Mr 

first name  last name 

 If legal entity

full company name 

2) *AGICOA Declarant identification number

3) If applicable, dependent Rightsholder full company name (if legal entity) or first name and last name (if natural person)
 If natural person:    Ms   Mr 

first name  last name 

 If legal entity

full company name 

4) AGICOA dependent Rightsholder identification number 

SERIAL HEADER DATA 

  ex: ISAN 1883-66C7-3420-0000-7-9F3A-0245-U 

5) *Attachment to work declaration number  D-

6) *Serial title ___

7) ISAN

SEASON DATA
8) New declaration? Yes 9) Declaration update? Yes *Declaration number to update D-

10) *Season number  ______ _11) Production year For Switzerland, the Production year is mandatory.

12) ISAN  ex: ISAN 1883-66C7-3420-0000-7-9F3A-0245-U  

13) *Season title/number

14) Number of episodes related to this season _________________________________________________
15) *Author(s) & performer(s) (directors, screenwriters, scriptwriters, actors, authors of soundtrack, etc …). Kindly inform first and 

last name per type. At least the name of the principle director and leading performer/actor is required/mandatory for AGICOA to 
claim in several jurisdictions such as Romania, Slovenia, Switzerland and other countries where the rights of producers result from 
a presumption of transfer of rights.

type  first name last name 

___________________  _________________________________  ______________________________ 
type                            first name       last name 

___________________  _________________________________  ______________________________ 
type                            first name       last name 

17) Declaration update? Yes *Declaration number to update D-

SEASON DATA 
16) New declaration? Yes

18) *Season number 19) Production year For Switzerland, the Production year is mandatory.

20) ISAN  ex: ISAN 1883-66C7-3420-0000-7-9F3A-0245-U  

21) *Season title/number

22) Number of episodes related to this season _________________________________________________

23) *Author(s) & performer(s) (directors, screenwriters, scriptwriters, actors, authors of soundtrack, etc …). Kindly inform first and 
last name per type. At least the name of the principle director and leading performer/actor is required/mandatory for AGICOA to 
claim in several jurisdictions such as Romania, Slovenia, Switzerland and other countries where the rights of producers result from 
a presumption of transfer of rights.

type  first name last name 

___________________  _________________________________  ______________________________ 
type                            first name       last name 

___________________  _________________________________  ______________________________ 
type                            first name       last name 
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Root 

Root 

Serial title (kindly indicate here again the serial title mentioned under point 6) 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
SEASON DATA     
24) New declaration? Yes 25) Declaration update? Yes *Declaration number to update D-

26) *Season number  ______   _27) Production year For Switzerland, the Production year is mandatory.

28) ISAN  ex: ISAN 1883-66C7-3420-0000-7-9F3A-0245-U  

29) *Season title/number

30) Number of episodes related to this season _________________________________________________

31) *Author(s) & performer(s) (directors, screenwriters, scriptwriters, actors, authors of soundtrack, etc …). Kindly inform first and 
last name per type. At least the name of the principle director and leading performer/actor is required/mandatory for AGICOA to 
claim in several jurisdictions such as Romania, Slovenia, Switzerland and other countries where the rights of producers result from 
a presumption of transfer of rights.

type  first name last name 

___________________  _________________________________  ______________________________ 
type                            first name       last name 

___________________  _________________________________  ______________________________ 
type                            first name       last name 

33) Declaration update? Yes *Declaration number to update D-

SEASON DATA 
32) New declaration? Yes

34) *Season number 35) Production year For Switzerland, the Production year is mandatory.

36) ISAN  ex: ISAN 1883-66C7-3420-0000-7-9F3A-0245-U  

37) *Season title/number

38) Number of episodes related to this season _________________________________________________

39) *Author(s) & performer(s) (directors, screenwriters, scriptwriters, actors, authors of soundtrack, etc …). Kindly inform first and 
last name per type. At least the name of the principle director and leading performer/actor is required/mandatory for AGICOA to 
claim in several jurisdictions such as Romania, Slovenia, Switzerland and other countries where the rights of producers result from 
a presumption of transfer of rights.

type  first name last name 

___________________  _________________________________  ______________________________ 
type                            first name       last name 

___________________  _________________________________  ______________________________ 
type                            first name       last name 

 By signing this Declaration form, the Declarant hereby confirms having read and accepted the AGICOA Registration 
and Declaration Rules, Privacy Policy and Cookies Policy and represents and warrants that it is entitled to make this 
Declaration.

 Where AGICOA transfers the personal data provided by the Declarant in accordance with the AGICOA Privacy Policy 
for processing by third parties, including outside of Switzerland, the Declarant hereby consents to AGICOA’s 
transferring of this data to such third parties, whether located in or outside of Switzerland.

 The Declarant hereby expressly authorizes AGICOA and/or any entity authorized by AGICOA, to use information 
provided by such Declarant, whether personal or not, in AGICOA’s automated systems (such as the Rights Royalty 
Information System (IRRIS)).

*Full name of the Declarant

*Signature

*Full name & title of the authorized signatory
if signed on behalf of a Declarant legal entity

*Date

If season(s) rights are different from those of the related serial header, kindly use a «DECLARATION OF RIGHTS ON WORKS - MANDATES» form 
to declare your rights. 
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